
CASE STUDY

IKEA FURNISHES EMPLOYEES
WITH A STANDARD DESKTOP

ORGANIZATION

IKEA, a global retailer of home
furnishings

PROBLEM
Simplify and reduce the cost of providing
access to mission-critical applications on
multiple hosts

RESULT
Save US$164,000 per year in licensing costs
and three working days per system upgrade

If you’ve ever visited one of their iconic blue and yellow warehouses, you understand the IKEA

experience. Known for its distinctive furniture designs, fun shopping environment, and affordable

prices, the Sweden-based retailer serves customers from Chicago to London to Budapest—all of whom

see the same fanciful product names. Imagine a sofa called Granö (“wheat” in Italian) or tableware

dubbed Saftig (Swedish for “juicy” or “luscious”)!

IKEA was founded in 1943 by Ingvar Kamprad, who
formed the company’s name from his initials (I.K.) and
the names of the farm and village where he grew up.
From humble beginnings as a general store, IKEA 
has grown into one of the world’s most-loved brands,
with 154 stores in 23 countries. Revenues in FY2001
approached US$1 billion.

IKEA employs over 70,000 people in North America,
Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. For years, 
employees used VT terminals to view inventory data
from OpenVMS systems. These character-based, “green
screen” applications were difficult to learn. IKEA
experiences high turnover in its workforce—a common
problem in retail. Decreasing the time required to train
new employees on their systems was a high priority.

In 1998, the company replaced the remaining VT
terminals with Windows®-based PCs in a Citrix
environment. With applications running on main-
frames, UNIX, OpenVMS, and AS/400 hosts, IKEA
needed a solution that covered all of these emulations.
So, in 2000, they standardized host connectivity on
WRQ Reflection. Reflection’s keyboard mapping
worked perfectly, so users who were familiar with
certain host applications continued to access data 
with the same key combinations. Since implementing
Reflection, IKEA has had no need to upgrade.

As head of Desktop Technology for IT, Bjorn Eriksson
wanted to reduce the IT burden even further by
moving to a thin-client solution. Rather than have all
host application functionality on every computer, he
wanted to direct specific functionality to those who
needed it. He also wanted the ease and flexibility of
maintaining one emulation product on the server
rather than performing computer-by-computer
upgrades for multiple emulators. IKEA’s positive
experience with WRQ® made WRQ Reflection for 
the Web the obvious choice.

The company’s e-mail program still runs on a main-
frame, and any employee can access e-mail from any
IKEA desktop, anywhere in the world, using Reflection.
To track inventory moving within a store, IKEA uses 
a custom-built Oracle forms application running on 
an OpenVMS system. When they discovered that
Reflection for the Web could connect to all these
systems and provide printer and file sharing on the
AS/400, Eriksson’s team quickly recognized that 
IKEA was running out of reasons to have more than
one emulator. 

Deploying on Three Servers Instead of 
18,000 Desktops
Reflection for the Web’s built-in usage metering helps
IKEA keep track of how many people are using which
applications. But perhaps the greatest benefit is the



time saved in deploying and maintaining the solution.
According to Eriksson, “Now we upgrade only one
server and roll the changes out to all users globally.
Every time the user logs on, updates are downloaded
automatically.” With most fat-client solutions,
Eriksson’s team would have to install the product 
on all 300 NT servers, then run a script from all 
18,000 desktops worldwide. In contrast, they installed
Reflection for the Web on three global servers. Distri-
bution occurs automatically at the desktop, where the
user needs only a web browser. Eriksson estimates that
IKEA saves three working days per upgrade occasion. 

In keeping with the company’s egalitarian atmosphere,
each user decides when to install Reflection for the
Web. Although some power users continue to use
Windows-based Reflection, the company is well on its
way to achieving its goal of having 90 percent of the
workforce using Reflection for the Web. Simultaneous
with the move to a thin client, IKEA converted from a
per-user to a concurrent licensing model. Because their
environment grows by nearly 2000 PCs a year, using
concurrent WRQ licenses will save them US$164,000
annually.

Although English is the firm’s official language, IKEA’s
IT team must support employees in six languages,
including Swedish, German, Spanish, French, and
Italian. At some locales, entering the Swedish charac-
ters that appear in the company’s product names was
problematic. Because Windows NT® 4.0 and Windows
98 are not Unicode-compatible, the IT team could not
support a true multilingual solution. A planned
migration to Windows XP and Microsoft® .NET server
ensures that their environment will support Unicode.
Because WRQ products rely on standards-based
technology and have earned the “Designed for Windows
XP—Optimized” logo, Eriksson is confident that the
Reflection emulation will continue to work seamlessly
during the upgrade. 

ABOUT WRQ
For 22 years WRQ has been making host applications
more agile, providing our customers flexibility to evolve
as information and competitive needs change. With
over six million users in 51 countries, WRQ is one of
the largest privately held software companies in the
US. We are consistently rated #1 in service and
support. To learn more about our Reflection and
Verastream™ products visit www.wrq.com/products.

Nocom AB
Nocom AB (publ) is an innovative Swedish IT company
and also Distributor for WRQ in Sweden and Norway.
They have been deeply involved in this successful project
together with WRQ Nordic.
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